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ABSTRACT 

The present study addressed areas of empirical 

uncertainty regarding the perception of emotion by 

individuals with complex partial seizure (CPS) disorder 

focusing on a particular and controversial theoretic 

'enhancement' model (Bear & Fedio, 1977). In the main, CPS 

groups did not differ from each other or from non-seizure 

neurologic (multiple sclerosis) or healthy control groups. 

The findings provided little support for the theoretic 

model, in terms of the following hypothesized CPS phenomena: 

1) internal (self-awareness) and external (external stimuli) 

perceptual hyperemotionality, 2) emotional and behavioral 

hyperemotionality, and 3) a unique personality profile. 

Overall, rather than finding support for an enhancement 

model - relative to the emotion perceptual processing of 

patients with complex partial seizures, the current study 

provides data more consistent with a deficit model. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The debate that temporal lobe epilepsy, of all the 

epilepsy types, is most associated with increased 

psychiatric risk was initiated several decades ago (Gibbs, 

Gibbs, & Fuster, 1948). What distinguishes CPS, 

electroencephalographically, from other epilepsies is that 

the focus of the intermittent electrical discharges, or 

spike foci, begin unilaterally from an area within the 

temporal lobe. Some researchers suggest that CPS interictal 

(i.e., between seizures) behavior is similar to that seen in 

either psychosis or schizophrenia (Bruens, 1971; Pritchard, 

Lombroso, & McIntyre, 1980; Slater & Beard, 1963; Waxman & 

Geschwind, 1975). Dodrill and Batzel (1986) have 

acknowledged that persons with CPS demonstrate more 

emotional and psychological problems than those without 

seizures, but they express great doubt that CPS patients can 

be differentiated from other neurologic populations or from 

persons with other seizure disorders. On the other hand, 

Bear and Fedio (1977; Bear, 1979) have argued that CPS 

interictal behaviors fit neatly together into a unique and 

identifiable behavioral syndrome and that this syndrome 

appears only in epileptics, and furthermore, only in those 

experiencing complex partial seizures. 

The Bear and Fedio (1977) hypothetical view of CPS is not 

entirely new. Kraepelin, in 1909, made note of epileptic 

patients' slowing of mental processes and their attention to 
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detail. Of most relevance to the present study, however, is 

the detailed stance taken by Bear and Fedio (1977). They 

proposed that brain functioning in individuals with CPS 

disorder changes over time, such that the objects of normal 

day-to-day perceptions take on an increased affective 

significance. Specifically, they postulated that the 

behavioral changes that occur are due to neurologic 

alterations which result from epileptic discharges, as will 

be described below. The debate about the impact of 

neurologic, versus other risk factors such as 

pharmacological treatment and psychosocial variables, has 

continued to the present (Hermann & whitman, 1992). 

This view of CPS, however, is not without its critics 

(see Sorensen & Bolwig (1987) for a highly detailed 

account). A number of researchers (Dodrill. 1986; Masters, 

Toone, & Scott, 1984; Mungas, 1982; Rodin, Schmaltz, & 

Twitty, 1984; Stark-Adamec & Adamec, 1986) found no evidence 

to suggest that CPS epileptics can be differentiated from 

other epileptics or classified into any sort of psychiatric 

subgroup. They view patients with CPS as being a 

heterogeneous group. Dongier (1982) cites Ounsted (1969) 

when suggesting that "personality or behavioural disorders 

can be related to organicity and not to temporal lobe 

epilepsy itself" (p. 136). Notwithstanding this debate, the 

value of work in this area is best summarized by the late 

Norman Geschwind (1977), "Personality change in temporal 
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lobe epilepsy may well be the most important single set of 

clues we possess to deciphering the neurological systems 

that underlie the emotional forces that guide behavior" (p. 

453) . 

According to formal classification criteria (Commission 

on Classification, 1981), the ictal manifestations of CPS -

the experiences and behaviors that occur during a seizure -

include the following: 1) motor signs, often in the form of 

automatisms; 2) special sensory or somatosensory symptoms, 

such as unpleasant olfactory, gustatory, or vertiginous 

sensations; 3) autonomic signs or symptoms, such as 

epigastric sensation, pallor, and piloerection; 4) psychic 

symptoms, in disturbances of higher cerebral function such 

as deja vu or jamis vu; and 5) impairment of consciousness, 

for example persons usually become confused and amnesic 

about the entire ictal experience (Blumer & Benson, 1982). 

There is minimal disagreement concerning the site thought 

to be most important in determining the ictal manifestations 

of CPS, the site also presumed by some theorists responsible 

for altering the interictal relationship between cognition 

and emotion. The limbic system, and particularly the 

amygdala, is most implicated (Bear, 1979; Bear & Fedio, 

1977; Geschwind, 1983; Gloor, Olivier, Quesney, Andermann, & 

Horowitz, 1982; Goodard, McIntyre, & Leech, 1969; Mesulam, 

1981; Trimble, 1982; Waxman & Geschwind, 1975). Limbic 

electrical stimulation, performed during human neurosurgery, 
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has been shown to lead to the subjective experience of 

psychic phenomena similar to those experienced during a 

seizure. This experience is said to usually include 

perceptual, affective, and mnemonic aspects (Penfield, 1951, 

1955; Penfield & Perot, 1963; Gloor, 1986). Deja VU, "the 

sUbjective experience of a memory flashback without its 

content" (Gloor, 1986, p. 160), is one phenomenon frequently 

experienced by CPS patients. Gloor also noted that, unlike 

hallucinations, these phenomena are experienced in such a 

way that persons realize they are not real life experiences. 

Activity within the limbic system is hypothesized to be 

associated with the processing of facial movement responses 

(Buck, 1984; Steklis & Raleigh, 1979) and visc8ral responses 

to particular affective stimuli (Gloor, 1986). The limbic 

system is considered to have three basic functions (Kolb & 

Whishaw, 1990; Stark-Adamec & Adamec, 1986). One is the 

integration of sensory information within the auditory and 

visual channels. Another is that the limbic system, and 

particularly the hippocampus, is critically involved in 

processing leading to storage of declarative information, 

that is, for explicit memory processing (Milner, 1966; 

Penfield & Milner, 1958; Squire & Zola-Morgan, 1991). The 

third function involves the association of affect to 

percepts, particularly to those delivered to the limbic 

system through visual (Bauer, 1982; Fried, Mateer, OJ emann , 

Wohns, & Fedio, 1982) and auditory channels. Together, 
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these functions result in stimulus-linked changes in level 

of arousal, attention, and motivation. Several researchers 

(Gloor, 1978, 1972; Gloor et al., 1982; Smythies, 1966; 

Turner, Mishkin & Knapp, 1980) have suggested that the 

amygdala is especially important for attaching affective 

significance to the perceptual information being 

consolidated by activity in the limbic system. 

In summary, it appears that researchers agree on what 

occurs, neurologically and behaviorally, during the ictal 

phase of CPS, but not on what occurs during the interictal 

phase. They agree that the limbic system (within the 

temporal lobe) is the structure most implicated as the one 

responsible for altering or modifying ictal perceptual and 

affective processing. Moreover, they accept that certain 

sensory integration, mnemonic, and affect associative 

functions drive the process. To date, however, there is 

minimal agreement concerning 1) whether or not behavior 

changes are related to the neurologic pathophysiology of 

CPS, and if they are, 2) exactly how, over time, an 

irritative focus in the temporal lobe affects interictal 

behavior and the processing of affect. 

Empirical Approaches to Assessing CPS Behavior 

Many of the empirical studies assessing CPS behavior have 

concentrated on intellectual abilities and on the 

relationship that variables such as the duration and 
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frequency of seizure activity have with these abilities (or, 

conversely, deficits in these abilities). Tarter (1972) 

found CPS patients to score, on average, in the defective to 

dull normal range on the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale. 

Boll (1973) and Dikmen, Matthews, and Harley (1975) found 

that greater cognitive impairment took place in CPS patients 

who had an early onset of seizures compared to those with a 

later onset. Others (Dikmen & Matthews, 1977; Rausch, Lieb, 

& Crandall, 1978), using intellectual and neuropsychological 

tests, found that only the total duration of patients' 

spike-wave abnormality or the frequency of spike-wave 

discharges was negatively correlated with intelligence. 

Trimble (1988) noted, about seizure patients in general, 

that "a certain number of patients with epilepsy show 

relentless cognitive deterioration" (p. S21). Based on his 

group's research (Thompson, Huppert, & Trimble, 1981; 

Trimble & Thompson, 1983), he has concluded that generalized 

seizure activity and pharmacological treatment with 

phenytoin and/or barbiturates are the most significant risk 

factors relative to cognitive deterioration. Dodrill's 

research (reviewed in: Dodrill & Matthews, 1992) has 

supported these specific observations. 

Although learning and memory deficits have been 

documented in CPS patients, both in those with intact and in 

those with surgically excised temporal lobes, researchers 

have not yet ascertained the exact nature of the deficits. 
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Delaney, Rosen, Mattson, and Novelly (1980) assessed memory 

in intact CPS patients by means of the Wechsler Memory 

Scale, a verbal word-list learning task (Warrington & 

Weiskrantz, 1970), and Kimura's (1963) Recurring Figure 

Task. Significant differences between those with right and 

left lateralized epileptogenic foci were found on the 

Logical Memory subtest (delayed condition) of the Wechsler

Memory Scale and on the Recurring Figure Task (immediate 

recall). Patients with left temporal lobe foci scored 

lowest on the verbal measure; those with right temporal lobe 

foci scored lowest on the nonverbal measure. Moreover, no 

relationships were found between memory scores and any of 

the following variables: age of onset, seizure duration and 

frequency, and serum drug levels. 

The researchers concluded from these observations that 

CPS memory deficits are related to the cerebral hemisphere 

in which the spike focus originates. On the other hand, 

they were unable to specify the exact nature of the deficits 

(i.e., whether deficits involved a storage, consolidation, 

or retrieval process) due to the variation in significant 

laterality findings (i.e., immediate- versus delay-recall 

related deficits). Nevertheless, the asymmetrical memory 

deficits found in CPS patients replicates the deficits found 

in temporal lobectomy patients (Fedio, Martin, & Brouwers, 

1984; Fedio & Mirsky, 1969), suggesting that any abnormal 
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neurological change in the area of the temporal lobe results 

in memory impairment. 

Problematic for interpretation of CPS research concerned 

with the processing of emotional stimuli is that research 

methodologies vary greatly, consequently making the 

comparison of findings difficult. Whereas most studies of 

cognition have utilized intellectual and neuropsychological 

testing as the means of assessment, studies assessing 

emotional response range from Minnesota Multiphasic 

Personality Inventory (MMPI) studies (see Sorensen & Bolwig, 

1987), depth-electrode implantation studies (Cherlow & 

Serafetinides, 1977; Rausch, Lieb, & Crandall, 1978), 

stimulation studies (Gloor, 1986; Gloor et al., 1982), and 

skin conduction response studies (Bear, Schenk, & Benson, 

1981; Bellur, Camacho, Hermann, Kempthorne, & McCanne, 

1985), to case history (Mesulam, 1981; Pritchard, Lombroso, 

& McIntyre, 1980; Waxman & Geschwind, 1975) and lobectomy 

studies (Cherlow & Serafetinides, 1977; Fedio & Martin, 

1983). Also, control groups often vary from psychiatric and 

neurologic patients to normal volunteers, thus making the 

comparison of findings more problematic. Both Sorensen & 

Bolwig (1987) and Dongier (1982) argue that many studies are 

biased due to their sampling procedures; patients are culled 

from university clinics where the more severe cases seem to 

accumulate. 
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Finally, in any CPS research there is the unavoidable 

problem of interpreting the meaning of EEG spike activity 

(Flor-Henry, 1972; Hermann 1977; Sherwin, 1976; Tizard 

1962). This conclusion is based on the hypothesis that the 

temporal lobe has a low convulsive threshold and that, 

consequently, the epileptic foci detected there may be 

secondary to foci located elsewhere. From this perspective, 

behavior change might follow not so much from a focus of 

abnormal electrical activity in the temporal lobe but rather 

from a more anatomically diffuse nature of epileptic 

discharges. 

In summary, approaches to understanding the behavioral 

consequences of CPS have involved the observation of 

intellectual, personality, physiologic, and affective 

processing dimensions. However, the number of empirical 

studies is limited and findings have seldom been replicated. 

Intelligence has been found to be negatively affected, as 

have (dependent on spike-focus laterality) either verbal or 

nonverbal memory. The exact nature of the memory deficits 

is as yet, however, relatively unclear. similarly, there 

exists no clear convergent evidence relative to the 

relationship between cognitive deficits, behavioral 

manifestations, and the multitude of potential risk factors: 

neurologic (i.e., seizure onset, duration, and frequency), 

psychosocial (i.e., perceived stigma, illness-related 

absence from school, employment status, and financial 



stress) and medical-related (i.e., monotherapy versus 

poly therapy and presence of barbiturate drugs) (Hermann & 

Whitman, 1992). 
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There is also uncertainty regarding the relationship 

between lesion type and the basis for functional deficits. 

For example, Sackeim, Gur, and Savoy (1982) have suggested 

that whereas destructive lesions result in the disinhibition 

of contralateral functioning, irritative lesions result in 

the excitation of ipsilateral functioning. But, available 

empirical observations (e.g., Delaney, et. aI, 1980) suggest 

that at least in one area of cognitive functioning, memory 

ability, the consequences of destructive and irritative 

lesions may be equal. Therefore, there is presently no 

convergent evidence concerning: 1) whether or not the 

neurological effect of an irritative lesion is unique and 2) 

whether the effect is either excitatory, inhibitory, or 

disinhibitory on either contralateral or ipsilateral 

functioning. 

The Bear and Fedio Study 

Acknowledging the above problems and limitations, just 

what conclusions do research findings provide concerning the 

inter ictal behavior of CPS patients? In order to begin to 

answer this, the Bear and Fedio study (1977; Bear, 1979) 

will be described here in some detail. This study was one 

of the first studies which attempted to comprehensively 
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assess CPS disorder and make inferences concerning 

behavioral and affective hemispheric asymmetries as well as 

the etiology of behavior change. 

using both normal subjects and patients with severe 

neuromuscular disorders (e.g., progressive myopathic or 

neuropathic weakness, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, & 

peripheral sensory neuropathy) as controls, 15 CPS patients 

with right hemisphere (RH) temporal foci and 12 with left 

hemisphere (LH) temporal foci were assessed by means of a 

psychosocial inventory specifically created by the authors 

for the study. The questionnaire, completed both by CPS 

patients and by persons close to them, was based upon 

eighteen psychosocial traits. These traits, gathered from a 

review of the CPS literature, were purportedly those most 

often mentioned in association with CPS behavior change. 

The traits ranged from sadness and anger to guilt and from 

sense of personal destiny and philosophical interest to 

religiosity. 

Overall, CPS patients reported that their sUbjective 

experience, for all 18 traits, was more severe than either 

control group. Furthermore, Bear and Fedio (1977) found 

that CPS patients' psychosocial trait profiles varied, 

depending on whether the patient or the close other did the 

rating. Specifically, CPS patients self-reported 

"humorlessness, dependence, and obsessional ism" (p. 457). 

Raters reported patients' "circumstantiality, philosophical 



interest, and anger" (p. 457). It was noted that CPS 

patients were distinguished on three dimensions: behavior, 

emotion, and cognition. 
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Secondly, relationships were found between the laterality 

of EEG foci and CPS patient traits. Left hemisphere 

temporal foci patients described themselves more negatively 

than did patients with RH foci. That is, whereas LH 

patients reported more socially disapproved traits, 

including anger and paranoia, RH patients reported more 

socially approved traits such as elation. However, raters' 

data suggested that RH patients were characterized by more 

socially disapproved traits. Raters further differentiated 

right and left hemispheric foci groups qualitatively by 

stressing, for RH patients, their "externally demonstrated 

affect ... as manifested in unusual sexual attractions, 

remonstrations of helplessness, periods of sadness, 

emotional arousability, or moralistic fervor" (Bear & Fedio, 

1977, p.459). Raters reportedly stressed, for LH patients, 

their "sense for personal destiny and concern for meaning 

and significance behind events" (Bear & Fedio, 1977, p.459). 

When the differences between self and rater responses were 

taken into account, it appeared that LH patients emphasized 

the sad, obsessional, and dependent experiences which RH 

patients minimized or denied. 

Because there was a negative correlation between age of 

seizure onset and ratings on the 'psychosocial trait' items 
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and because of the absence of a relationship between seizure 

frequency and ratings, Bear and Fedio (1977) proposed that 

the causal mechanism for behavioral change was a progressive 

change in neural structure within the limbic system. They 

postulated that an enhanced interconnection between adjacent 

neurologic units (in limbic and nearby cortical structures) 

takes place after seizure foci cause kindling processes to 

route discharges to secondary foci. Because of the specific 

cognitive and affective functioning hypothesized to be 

associated with these particular areas, CPS patients 

consequently associate excessive emotion with the objects 

and events they perceive. 

Bear and Fedio (1977) theorized that the behavioral 

consequence of this 'hyperconnection / hyperemotionality' is 

dependent upon the laterality of the seizure focus. The 

left cerebral hemisphere, after undergoing this hypothetical 

"limbic hyperconnection," is said to manifest a 

verbal/contemplative - ideative reaction. This theoretic 

proposition parallels others which suggest both that the LH 

is superior for verbal, processing and that the processing 

of emotion in the LH involves an analytic and/or literal 

analysis of input with an overall orientation towards 

content (Kolb & Whishaw, 1990). As a result of 

hyperconnection, contemplative/ideative concepts, such as 

are found in religion and philosophy, are hypothesized to 

become attractive and take on special meaning and an 
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increased affective significance. The patients with RH 

foci, secondary to hyperconnection, are hypothesized to 

manifest a nonverbal and impulsive/behavioral - emotive 

reaction. This later theoretic proposal parallels those 

which submit both that the RH is superior for the processing 

of nonverbal and spatial stimuli and that the processing of 

emotion in the RH involves an orientation towards the tone 

of inputs (e.g., voice characteristics, facial expressions 

of affect; Kolb & Whishaw, 1990). For example, several 

studies using a variety of experimental paradigms (e.g., 

visual half-field presentation, dichotic stimulation) with 

normal samples have inferred that the RH plays a dominant 

role in emotional surveillance (Dimond & Farrington, 1977; 

Dimond, Farrington, & Johnson, 1976; Heilman, Schwartz, & 

Watson, 1978; Rossi & Rosadini, 1967; Terzian, 1964). 

Drawing from such inference, Bear and Fedio proposed that 

hyperconnection within the RH results in altered nonverbal 

behavior: in spontaneous emotive, dispositional, and 

behavioral reactions as, for example, in the expressions of 

euphoria, anger, and sadness. 

In summary, Bear and Fedio's CPS research (1977) led them 

to draw two conclusions and propose one highly speculative 

explanation. Their conceptualization of CPS affect and 

behavior change was that, over time, individuals develop a 

unique personality, unlike that of any specific psychiatric 

diagnostic group and more distinctive than that expected 
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solely from a reaction to chronic medical complications 

and/or to medication. Secondly, individuals with CPS are 

hypothesized to 'color' all of their experiences with 

emotion. The nature of this process was said to be based on 

structural/functional nervous system changes and, moreover, 

dependent on the laterality of the EEG focus. Thus a RH 

focus, because of the assumed relative specialization of 

this hemisphere for nonverbal processing and for emotional 

surveillance, leads to an increase in the intensity and the 

generalizability of spontaneous behavioral emotional 

reactivity. Due to the LH's assumed relative specialization 

for verbal processing, a LH focus results in the increase 

and generalizability of verbal affective, or contemplative, 

responses. Finally, Bear and Fedio postulated that the 

changes are progressive in nature, the consequence of a 

continuously neurologically re-ordered limbic system. 

Reactions to Bear & Fedio 

Bear and Fedio's (1977) conclusions are similar to others 

(e.g., McIntyre, Pritchard, & Lombroso, 1976) regarding the 

RH foci - impulsive behavior connection and the LH focus -

reflective (cognitive) orientation that some patients seem 

to demonstrate. Additionally, their theory regarding the 

neurologic correlates of CPS behavior fits, at least 

indirectly, with published case reports. Bauer (1982) 

discussed a case wherein a modality-specific deficit 
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occurred secondary to a RH temporal lobe insult (hematoma). 

The patient's complaints included problems with memory and 

an inability to become emotionally aroused by such visual 

stimuli as attractive girls, pictures in Playboy magazine, 

and beautiful natural environments. Although testing 

revealed problems in facial affect discrimination tasks, it 

revealed no perceptual problems. Most interestingly, the 

patient was able to respond emotionally to auditory stimuli 

(as measured by galvanic skin response). Bauer suggested 

that the insult may have disconnected a visual association -

limbic system link, resulting in 'visual hypoemotionality.' 

other reports (Bowers & Heilman, 1985; Rapcsak, Kaszniak, & 

Rubens (1989) have similarly documented an emotion-relevant 

visual-verbal disconnection syndrome; an emotionally 

relevant visual anomia. The point is that if disconnection 

results in hypoemotionality, than hyperemotionality could 

theoretically follow from hyperconnection. 

Bear and Fedio's (1917) specific conclusions concerning 

laterality and the uniqueness of the CPS behavioral syndrome 

have been, however, severely criticized and find little 

independent empirical support. Several studies (Klove & 

Doehring, 1962; Lachar, Lewis, & Kupke, 1979; Matthews, 

Dikmen, & Harley, 1977; Matthews & Klove, 1968; Meier & 

French, 1965; Mignone, Donnelly, & Sadowsky, 1970; Rodin, 

Katz, & Lennox, 1976; Stevens, 1966) reviewed in Sorensen & 

Bolwig (1987) could find no MMPI criteria for distinguishing 
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patients with CPS from other epileptics, from brain injured 

patients generally, and/or from patients with psychiatric 

diagnoses. Pritchard, Lombroso, and McIntyre (1980) were 

unable to find a correlation between CPS patients' 

laterality of EEG focus and severity of psychological 

complication, defined as any psychiatric diagnosis, 

out-patient therapy experience, or behavioral disturbance. 

Mungas (1982) was unable to replicate the association 

between laterality and severity found by Bear and Fedio. 

Moreover, a great deal of criticism has been directed at 

the inventory used by Bear and Fedio (1977). Masters, 

Toone, and Scott (1984) found the inventory unable to 

differentiate CPS patients from other epileptics and/or from 

psychiatric controls. Several other researchers (Hermann 

and Reil, 1981; Rodin, Schmaltz, & Twitty, 1984; Seidman, 

1980; Stark-Adamec & Adamec, 1986) have used the inventory 

and failed to replicate Bear and Fedio's original findings. 

Rodin et al. and Stark-Adamec et al. concluded that only a 

few of the original eighteen traits are able to adequately 

discriminate CPS patients from others. The inventory was 

said to be of limited usefulness, to measure only the 

overall degree of psychopathology, "including the stresses 

associated with chronic medical conditions" (Stark-Adamec & 

Adamec, 1986, p.221), and/or defensiveness, and also to have 

low validity. 
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Perception of Affect Studies 

Unfortunately, there is a dearth of research in the 

perception of affect area for non-lobectomized CPS samples. 

Therefore, background information will be drawn mainly from 

neuropsychological studies of patients with structural brain 

lesions. (This section is essentially drawn from a recent 

comprehensive review of the emotion perception - laterality 

research; Rau, 1992). 

The RH, and particularly the right temporal lobe, has 

been most implicated as having a specific role in the 

processing of affect. Ross (1981) suggested that the 

affective components of language, otherwise known as prosody 

(preferentially processed by the RH), mirror those of 

propositional speech in the LH. He suggested further that 

'affective aphasia' results in deficits in emotional 

gesturing involving the face and limbs. Support for 

associating the RH with affective processing comes from 

prosody studies (Heilman, Scholes, & Watson, 1975; Ross & 

Mesulam, 1979; Tucker, Watson, & Heilman, 1977), lateral eye 

movement studies (Ladavas, Nicoletti, Umilta, & Rizzolatti, 

1984; Schwartz, Davidson, & Maer, 1975), facial affect 

perception studies (Bowers, Bauer, Coslett, & Heilman, 1985; 

Ley & Bryden, 1979; Rizzolatti, Umlita, & Berlucchi, 1971; 

Suberi & McKeever, 1977), and from facial affect expression 

studies (Borod & Caron, 1980; Borod, Koff, Lorch, & 

Nicholas, 1986, 85; Buck & Duffy, 1980; Sackeim, Gur, & 



Savoy, 1978). Together, these studies have assessed both 

neurologically-impaired and non-impaired samples of 

patients. 
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Notwithstanding the strong association established 

between the RH and the perceptual processing of affect, 

there are equally numerous studies supportive of a parallel 

processing model. Based on the present author's review 

(Rau, 1992), a parallel processing model appears to best 

accommodate the range of scientific findings. In general, 

it appears that hemispheric dominance for the processing of 

affect depends on the nature of the stimulus and on the 

degree to which successful processing requires a 'higher

order-analytic' versus a 'gestalt-oriented' processing. 

That is, the RH appears superior in processing material of a 

visuospatial nature; the LH appears superior for verbal 

related materials. Additionally, the RH appears to have a 

threshold above which it is incapable of processing material 

requiring a thorough analytic analysis; in such a situation, 

the LH appears to become involved in the processing. This 

model is based on findings (with impaired and non-impaired 

samples) from tachistoscopic studies (Galper & Costa, 1980; 

Hansch & Pirozzolo, 1980; Patterson & Bradshaw, 1975); 

dichotic listening studies (Safer & Leventhal, 1977); free 

field verbal/auditory studies (Lalande, Braun, Charlebois, & 

Whitaker, H.A, 1992; Tompkins & Flowers, 1985); free field 

visuospatial stimulus studies (Ahern et al., 1991; Prigatano 
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& Pribram, 1982); and from free field mixed stimuli studies 

(Cicone, Wapner, & Gardner, 1980; Fedio & Martin, 1983; 

Gardner, Ling, Flamm, & Silverman, 1975; Kolb & Taylor, 

1981). It is accepted that the RH is superior for the 

processing of non-verbal visual stimuli (e.g., faces, 

scenes) and for non-verbal aspects of auditory stimuli 

(e.g., prosody). It is generally accepted, albeit not 

without dissention, that the LH is superior for processing 

the verbal aspects of emotional stimUli. 

Additionally, some studies have documented an emotional 

valence laterality effect (in impaired and non-impaired 

samples), with the RH biased toward the perceptual 

processing of negative affect and the LH toward positive 

affect. This model is based on tachistoscopic studies 

(Davidson, Mednick, Moss, Saron, & Schaffer, 1987; Dimond, 

Farrington, & Johnson, 1976; Hugdahl, Iversen, Ness, & 

Flaten, 1989; Ley & Bryden, 1979; Reuter-Lorenz & Davidson, 

1981); dichotic listening studies (Wexler, Schwartz, 

Warrenburg, Servis, & Tarlatzis, 1986); free field 

visuospatial stimulUS studies (Voeller, Hanson, & Wendt, 

1988); and free field mixed stimUli studies (Ehlers & Dalby; 

1987). It is important to note, however, that when all the 

studies which utilize both positive and negative emotional 

valence stimuli are reviewed, only a small percentage 

actually evidence a clear double dissociation in the 

relation between cerebral hemisphere laterality and 



emotional valence. It is most typical, when a valence 

effect is found, to observe only a RH - negative emotional 

bias association. 
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In summary, it appears that the hemispheres play 

complimentary roles in the perception of affect. Generally, 

the RH does appear superior when the processing involves the 

perception of affective stimuli of a visuospatial nature, 

such as faces or scenic pictures. The LH appears superior 

when the processing involves the perception of affective 

stimuli of a linguistic nature. However, what cannot be 

concluded from studies of patients with unilateral 

structural damage is whether or not the neuropsychological 

relationships found for these patients also hold for those 

with irritative lesions (i.e., for CPS patients). 

It is of importance, when considering the effects of 

seizures on perception, to keep in mind that epileptic 

lesions are irritative in nature. Whereas unilateral 

removal or destruction of neuronal areas in one hemisphere 

can lead to deficits arising ipsilaterally or to the 

disinhibition of contralaterally mediated activities, it is 

theoretically possible that a spike focus would lead to the 

irritation of immediate neurons and to an exaggeration of 

both the physical and the psychological processes occurring 

there. For example, Bear, Schenk, and Benson (1981) found 

that CPS patients, relative to normal controls, demonstrated 

increased skin conductance while viewing slides rated either 
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as pleasant, unpleasant, or neutral. On the other hand, 

these findings have not been replicated by Bellur, Camacho, 

Hermann, Kempthorne, & McCanne (1985). Nonetheless, the 

theory of 'hyperconnection' remains an attractive one, 

meriting further testing and elaboration. 

The Focus of this study 

Despite widespread criticism of the Bear and Fedio (1977) 

study, it did serve as an impetus for emotion-, cognition-, 

and behavior-related research with cps patients. As 

described above, their findings as well as their methodology 

have come under attack, the former not adequately replicated 

in subsequent studies. Yet, one important and potentially 

significant aspect of the Bear and Fedio theoretic model has 

not been adequately tested. This involves CPS patients' 

hypothetical processing of emotional stimuli. Specifically, 

it has yet to be determined whether these individuals come 

to actually perceive a greater degree of affect in the 

stimuli surrounding them and whether this is systematically 

related to the hypothesized neural changes of CPS. This 

could possibly be the crucial element in the 

'hyperemotional' theory. Intuitively, it makes sense that 

if persons perceive their environment as one affectively 

rich, than they would likely behave in an emotionally 

inspired or driven manner. 
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The present study addresses these particular areas of 

uncertainty by assessing CPS patients' perception of affect 

in external stimuli as well as their self perception. In 

order to enhance observation of possible associations with 

hemispheric EEG focus asymmetries, both verbal and nonverbal 

affective stimuli are used: specifically, affectively loaded 

sentences and facial expressions of affect. 
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METHOD 

Subjects 

Four groups, of 14 adults each, were used in the study. 

There was a LH and a RH CPS group, a contrast group of 

patients with multiple sclerosis (MS), and a control group 

of individuals with no neurologic disease (NND). All but 

one of the clinical patients were recruited through 

Departments of Neurology at three different locations: the 

University of Arizona Health Sciences Center in Tucson, 

Arizona; Methodist Hospital (affiliated with the Baylor 

College of Medicine) in Houston; and Hermann Hospital, also 

in Houston (affiliated with the University of Texas College 

of Medicine). One patient was referred from a neurologist 

in private practice in Tucson. Subjects were at least 18 

years of age and had completed at least eight years of 

formal education. All CPS patients accepted into the study 

had documented unilateral epileptiform discharges (by EEG 

findings), had experienced complex partial seizures for at 

least 5 years, and had no other neurologic disease. The MS 

patients accepted had a Kurtz]ce score (Kurtzke, 1983) no 

higher than six; that is, they were not wheelchair bound. 

The NND group subjects were enlisted through employees of 

the Department of Neurology at Methodist Hospital, the 

Depelchen Children's Center (Houston), the Physical Plant 

Department within the Baylor College of Medicine, and the 

Department of Psychology within the University of Arizona. 
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Additionally, close acquaintances (i.e., spouses, parents, 

children, siblings, friends) of subjects were involved in 

the study. That is, each subject was requested to provide a 

form (concerning a subject's emotional functioning) to a 

person of their own choosing; this individual would complete 

it and return it by mail. All persons involved in the study 

did so voluntarily; none were paid. 

Efforts were made to document the presence of cerebral 

pathology and its nature for all patients. All but one CPS 

patient and five MS patients had undergone neuroimaging and 

the results interpreted by a neuroradiologist and reviewed 

by a neurologist. In each of these particular cases, the 

patient was involved in ongoing care at the facility and 

either had been involved for a number of years with the 

neurologist and/or (for the MS patients) were involved in an 

ongoing pharmacological study for the treatment of MS. That 

is, there was no evidence suggestive that the patients were 

suffering from anything other than CPS or MS, or that other 

pathology was present (i.e., a neoplasm). 

Descriptive statistics for the sample are as follows. 

Depending on the measurement level (i.e., nominal, ordinal, 

or interval) of the variable, the analysis used was either 

an AN OVA , a Mann-Whitney U test, or a Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA. 

Overall, females far outnumbered males 38 to 18, but the 

ratio within groups did not differ significantly across 

groups (Table 1). All but three MS subjects and one LH 



Table 1. Subject mean (and standard deviation) demographics and descriptive data across 
all groups (N = 56). 

LHCPS RHCPS MS NND 

Females/Males 10/4 11/3 8/6 9/5 

** * Age 34.0(11.6) 32.0(8.6) 43.4(11.4) 31.3(8.0) 

Supportive Income 15-20K 15-20K 20-30K 20-30K 

Level of Education 13.0(1.8) 13.1(1.9) 14.5(1.9) 14.1(1.8) 

1. Means and standard deviations are reported in this way: Mean (Standard Deviation). 
2. Supportive Income measures were recorded in a categorical fashion, hence the absence 

of standard deviations. 

** * ANOVA, F is significant at p < .01. Tukey, significant at p < .05. 
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subject were right handed. As left hemispheric speech was 

demonstrated by the intracarotid Sodium Amobarbital (WADA) 

test for this subject, she was kept in the study. There 

were significant differences in age amongst the groups with 

the MS patients, on average, being the oldest. This was not 

surprising; it is accepted that seizures frequently develop 

early and MS generally not until the second and third 

decades. The majority of the subjects were anglo with 7% 

Mexican-American; there were no ethnic group ratio 

differences across groups. There were no group differences 

in supportive income (overall family or household incomes) 

nor in level of education; the overall mean was 13.7 years. 

Also, there were no group differences in whether or not 

individuals had ever received psychiatric treatment. An 

analysis was carried out on those persons who reported they 

had received psychiatric treatment; there were again no 

differences in the type of treatment received (i.e., 

inpatient versus outpatient, psychotherapy versus 

pharmacotherapy) or the type of psychiatric problem 

experienced. 

There were clear differences according to estimated IQ 

level (Brooker & Cyr's (1986) method), with the MS and the 

NND groups clearly functioning in the average range (Table 

2). The seizure groups were functioning in the below 

average to average range. The groups significantly differed 

on all memory measures. The seizure groups significantly 



Table 2. Subject mean (and standard deviation) cognitive measures across all groups 
(N = 56). 

LHCPS RHCPS MS NND 

** * Estimated IQ 85.6(10.5) 88.6(11.7) 106.0 (8.5) 103.1(11.6) 

** * Verbal Memory (1m.) 26.6(21.8) 37.2(30.1) 60.6(22.3) 62.6(26.3) 

** * Verbal (0 l. ) 26.5(19.6) 29.3(21.8) 56.3(25.3) 65.1(26.7) 

** Visuospatial (1m. ) 70.9(29.2) 51.4(32.6) 74.3(30.0) 88.1(21.9) 

** Visuospatial (0 l.) 39.9(34.8) 44.5(38.6) 55.9(30.2) 85.3(26.0) 

** * Verbal composite 27.4(19.6) 33.3(25.0) 58.4(22.6) 63.9(25.6) 
Memory Score 

** Visuospatial 55.4(29.8) 47.9(33.0) 65.0(27.1) 86.7(23.4) 
Compos i te ~'emory Score 

1. Means and standard deviations are reported in this way: Mean (Standard Deviation). 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

2. The estimated IQ score is based on three subtests from the Yechsler Adult Intelligence 
Scale-Revised (Brooker & Cyr, 1986). 

3. The reported immediate (1m.) and delayed (Dl.) memory scores are the age-corrected 
percentile scores for subjects' performances on the Yechsler Memory Scale-Revised 
subtests (e.g., Logical Memory I & II; Visual Reproduction I & II). 

** * ANOVA, F is significant at p < .01. Tukey, significant at p < .05. 
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differed from both control groups for the immediate and the 

delayed recall of context-dependent verbal material (e.g., 

prose passages; Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised, Logical 

Memory Subtests). The CPS groups and the MS group 

significantly differed from the NND group for the immediate 

and the delayed recall of simple geometric designs (e.g., 

Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised, Visual Reproduction 

Subtests). Also, a composite memory score was generated, to 

be used in later analyses, by adding the two modality

specific scores (i.e., verbal; visuospatial) together and 

dividing by two; in this manner both the magnitUde and the 

range of a subject's scores for immediate and delayed 

conditions would be preserved. 

Several comparisons were made regarding the three 

clinical groups (Table 3). The MS group had a significantly 

later age of onset as compared with the CPS groups, due to 

the reasons given above. Relatedly, the MS group's 

pathology had existed for a significantly shorter length of 

time. The nature of the pharmacological treatment also 

differed by group, with the RH CPS group more likely to be 

on a multiple medication regimen (versus monotherapy) as 

compared to the other groups. Note that the CPS groups did 

not differ by age of onset or by duration of pathology. 

Regarding seizure specific variables (Table 4), there 

were no group differences regarding the number of years 

during which seizures were actually experienced (i.e., not 



Table 3. Clinical groups: Neurological disease-related variables (N = 42). 

LHCPS RHCPS MS 

** Age at Onset 12.2(11.2) 8.0(9.2) 30.7(8.7) 

** Years since the onset 21.8(11.1) 23.9(11.7) 12.7(6.6) 
of the Pathology 

*** Mono/Poly therapy/No Meds 6/7/1 3/11/0 8/4/2 

Normal/Abnormal + 7/7 5/8 -/9 
Neuroimaging findings 

1. Means and standard deviations are reported in this way: Mean (Standard 
Deviation). 

*** 
** 
* 

K-W Chi Square test, p < .05. 
ANOVA, F is significant at p < .01. 
Tukey, significant at p < .05. 

+ Not analyzable, due to 
missing data in the MS 
group 
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* Table 4. CPS groups: Seizure-related variables (N = 28). 

Frequency of seizures (average number 
per month for the three months prior 
to the assessment) 

Percentage of group whose seizures 
secondarily generalize 

Number of years during which seizures 
occurred 

Patient status during assessment: 
Outpatient: 
Inpatient: (Monitored without depths) 

(Monitored with depths) 
(Not monitored) 

LHCPS 

6.6(6.3) 

29 

20.6(11.2) 

9 
4 
o 
1 

RHCPS 

13.9(18.0) 

64 

22.5(11.6) 

5 
7 
1 
1 

1. Means and standard deviations are reported in this way: Mean (Standard 
Deviation). 

2. Outpatient status refers to a routine clinic visit; inpatient monitored 
status refers to continuous video-electroencephalographic monitoring (with 
or without surgically implanted depth electrodes); inpatient not monitored 
status refers to those patients seen prior to monitoring procedures. 

* No significant differences occurred, for any variable. 
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counting those years during which patients were seizure

free), the percentage of patients whose seizures secondarily 

generalized, and patient status during assessment. 

Instruments & Materials 

The neuropsychological tests used in the assessment of 

memory and intelligence included four subtests (the 

immediate and the delayed versions of Logical Memory and 

Visual Reproduction) from the Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised 

(Wechsler, 1987) and three subtests (Information and 

Vocabulary from the Verbal Scales, and Block Design from the 

Performance Scales) from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence 

Scale-Revised (Wechsler, 1981). The estimate of 

intellectual functioning (IQ) was computed according to a 

formula developed by Brooker and Cyr (1986). 

The Perception of Affect Task (PAT; Rau, 1988) was used 

for assessing the manner in which subjects perceived verbal 

and nonverbal emotional stimuli. The PAT was created to 

assess persons' abilities to identify the type and intensity 

of emotion perceived in select stimuli. six emotions were 

represented: happiness, sadness, fear, anger, surprise, and 

disgust, and, neutral. The PAT assesses emotional stimulus 

perception by: 1) allowing for a comparative analysis of 

perceptual abilities relative to each of the various 

emotions; 2) allowing for a comparative analysis of verbal 

(sentences describing emotional situations) and nonverbal 
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(face and scene photographs; the former included facial 

affect photographs developed and normed by Ekman & Friesen, 

1976; used with their permission) perceptual abilities, 

thereby allowing for a potential analysis of enhancements 

and/or deficits by hemispheric laterality of seizure focus; 

and 3) assessing perceived intensity ratings of affective 

stimuli. (The PAT is presented in Appendix A; see Appendix 

B for a thorough discussion of the instrument and its 

properties. ) 

The assessment of each subject's SUbjective experience of 

affect was undertaken by means of the Differential Emotions 

Scale IV (DES-IV; Izard, Dougherty, Bloxom, & Kotsch, 1974; 

used with their permission). On this 37 item questionnaire, 

subjects rated along a five point frequency scale how often 

they have experienced, "in the past three months," different 

states associated with each of the six emotions discussed 

previously. Examples of items for happiness and fear are, 

respectively: Feel glad about something. Feel scared and 

uneasy, like something might harm you. Izard's et ale 

(1974) normative data on the DES appears sufficient to 

support their assertion that the instrument passes all tests 

regarding its construct and convergent validity as well as 

its internal consistency reliability (the average 

coefficient alpha for the emotion scales is .84). Two forms 

were used: 1) That form just described and 2) another which 

acquaintances would complete. That is, the instrument was 



rewritten in order that acquaintances could indicate their 

perception of how the subject was emotionally functioning. 

The rewriting involved solely changing all nouns and 

adjectives to the third person. 

Procedure 
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The actual recruitment of neurologic subjects varied by 

setting. In some cases, neurologists provided permission to 

phone patients prior to their clinic appointments and 

inquire about their participation; all MS subjects were seen 

in this manner and likewise for 14 CPS sUbjects. Fourteen 

CPS subjects were tested while they were inpatients: twelve 

patients were seen while they were in an epilepsy evaluation 

unit being monitored via continuous video

electroencephalographic recording; two patients were seen 

just prior to monitoring procedures (see Table 4). 

In general, the assessment procedure took from two to two 

and a half hours. First, a brief discussion of the study 

took place and the consent form was signed. Next, a 

detailed interview was completed. This was followed by the 

memory and the intelligence testing, the administration of 

the PAT, and finally the DES-IV. After the evaluation was 

completed, subjects were given a stamped and addressed (to 

the experimenter) envelope which contained an instruction 

sheet, a consent form, and the DES-IV 'Other' form. They 

were requested to give the envelope to a select acquaintance 
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and to not discuss the form until after it was completed by 

the individual. Subjects were told that the 'Other' form 

was identical to the one they had completed except that the 

pronouns were changed from the first to the third person. 

On a few occasions, the 'Other' form was completed at the 

time and site of testing because a family member happened to 

be present. 
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RESULTS 

Prior to completing statistical tests for group 

differences, several overall analyses were first performed 

on the PAT data. For each of the four subtasks and for each 

of the seven emotion categories, a percentage-correct score 

was established for each subject using a transformation 

procedure. All raw data were transformed into z-scores; the 

transformation equation made use of the means and standard 

deviations established in the PAT·normative study for each 

subtask and for emotion category by sex, as the reference 

sample (see Appendix B). 

In most of the analyses reported below, findings were 

derived from a repeated-measures mUltivariate analysis of 

variance (MANOVA). This analysis method was selected 

because the statistical assumptions for the univariate model 

were frequently not met. The F statistics reported for 

significant mUltivariate findings are from Hotelling's Test 

of Significance. When analysis by ANOVA was statistically 

appropriate, the F statistic reported is from the 

Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment test. Various combinations of 

group (LHCPS, RHCPS, MS, NND; CPS, MS, NND) served as the 

between-subjects factors. The post hoc comparisons of the 

significant group effects were completed using Tukey's 

procedure with an alpha level of .05. 
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The first hypothesis tested was that the CPS groups, 

relative to the others, would perceive more emotional 

intensity in the verbal and the nonverbal stimuli, with the 

LH group enhancing verbal stimuli and the RH group nonverbal 

or visuospatial stimuli. The results of the MANOVA r.evealed 

a significant main effect for the PAT sentence intensity 

ratings for the seven emotion categories (Greenhouse-Geisser 

adjusted ~ (6,47)=115.23; 2 < .0001). Not surprisingly, 

post hoc analysis revealed that sentences with emotionally 

neutral content were collectively rated as significantly 

less intense than all other sentences (Figure 1). It also 

revealed that sentences denoting the emotion of fear were 

rated as significantly more intense than those denoting 

happiness or disgust. 

Secondly, MANOVA results revealed a significant group by 

emotion category interaction (Greenhouse-Geisser adjusted ~ 

(13.5, 312)=1.93; 2 < .026), but post hoc analysis failed to 

reveal any group distinctions, indicative of a weak effect 

due to the extreme variance found in each group. For 

example, although the CPS groups tended to identify neutral 

sentences as communicating more emotional intensity than did 

the MS and NND groups, the difference was not sufficiently 

strong to reach statistical significance in the conservative 

post-hoc test. Therefore, the perceptual hyperemotionality 

hypothesis, for verbal stimuli, was not statistically 

supported. 
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SUR SAD FER AHG 

CPSLH = Qammell'''''' 
CPSRH= 0--

lIS = A.--
llliD=O---

DIS HEU 

Figure 1. PAT: Hean intensity ratings by enotion category for the sentences 
(Subtask I, U=56). HAP = happiness, SUR = surprise, SAD = sadness, 
FER = fear, AHG = anger, Dis = disgust, lrEO = neutral. 
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The MANOVA results for the face intensity rating-s for the 

seven emotion categories were fundamentally similar. A 

significant main effect was again found (Multivariate E 

(6,47)=95.35; 2 < .0001) and post hoc analysis again 

revealed that faces which were neutral in expression were 

rated as communicating significantly less intense emotion 

than all other faces (Figure 2). It also revealed that 

faces portraying either happy, sad, or disgust emotion were 

rated as significantly less intense than those portraying 

surprise, fear, or anger. MANOVA results failed to reveal 

significant group differences, even when the CPS groups were 

collapsed. Therefore, the perceptual hyperemotionality 

hypothesis, here for visuospatial stimuli, was not 

statistically supported. 

Because the Pearson product-moment correlation 

coefficient for the two rating tasks was large (.71), the 

raw score ratings on the two tasks were combined for 

analysis in order to determine whether a general perceptual 

hyperemotionality was present. MANOVA results revealed 

neither a main effect nor an interaction. A regression 

analysis was run in order to identify any factors which 

might have been contributing to the rating scores. The 

predictor variables were entered (2 for inclusion = .05; 2 

for exclusion = .10) in a serial manner based upon 

theoretical significance. (Prior to the analysis, the 

nominal variables (e.g., medication status) were recoded as 
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Figure 2. PAT: Yean intensity ratings by enotion category for the faces 
(Subtask II, 11=56). HAP = happiness, SUR = surprise, SAD = sadness, 
ER = fear, AlIG = anger, DIS = disgust, IlEO = neutral. 
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'dummy' variables.) The order of entry was as follows: 

estimated intelligence, length of time since onset of 

neuropathology, age at onset, neuroimaging status, 

medica'tion status, secondary generalization status, seizure 

frequency, age, and sex. 

Whereas no variables entered as significant predictors 

for the combined rating measure (combining all emotions and 

neutral for the sentences and the face ratings), the 

intelligence estimate did significantly enter when the 

dependent variable was a neutral stimulus rating measure 

(i.e., a combined rating of the neutral sentences and 

faces). Intelligence explained 18% of the variance in this 

combined neutral stimulus rating. Subjects with lower 

intelligence rated a greater intensity of emotion for 

neutral stimuli, compared to those with higher intelligence. 

This suggests a possible cognitive basis for the group 

trends in intensity ratings of the neutral stimuli, as none 

of the other disease-related variables entered the 

regression equation. 

An analysis of the four subtasks was completed in order 

to determine whether CPS, and laterality of seizure focus, 

were related to emotional stimulus identification deficits, 

possibly reflecting misinterpretation of external stimuli 

due to inaccurate identification, rather than enhancement of 

emotional stimulus perception. The results of the MANOVA 

revealed a significant main effect for the accuracy scores 
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on the four subtasks (Multivariate E (3,50)=4.35; 2 < .008), 

suggesting that the subtasks were of unequal difficulty for 

the present subjects as a whole. Post hoc analysis, 

however, failed to reveal any group distinctions, suggesting 

that the main effect, here, was weak also. An inspection of 

Figure 3 shows that Subtask IV produced the lowest scores 

overall. This was expected, based on the PAT normative 

study results (Rau, 1989); Subtask IV was statistically 

identified as the most difficult matching task, probably due 

to the fact that all of its stimuli are nonverbal. MANOVA 

results also revealed a significant group by subtask 

interaction (Multivariate E (9,146)=2.07; 2 < .036), but 

again, post hoc analysis failed to reveal any group 

distinctions. 

As depicted in Figure 3, the trend of the CPS groups was 

toward collectively performing worse in emotion 

identification accuracy (across tasks) than the MS and the 

NND groups. In fact, an inspection of z-scores indicated 

that the LH group performed on the subtasks as follows (in 

standard deviation (s.d.) units): -1.3, -0.9, -1.7, -1.6; 

and the RH group: -1.3, -1.3, -1.6, -2.7. The MS group only 

performed below -0.6 s.d. for Subtask IV. As was expected, 

again based on the PAT normative study data (Rau, 1989), the 

NND group consistently performed in the average range (i.e., 

+0.6 s.d. to the -0.2 s.d. range). Finally, although the 

tasks with verbal stimuli did not separate the CPS groups, 
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the subtask involving exclusively visuospatial stimuli did 

show a trend toward group separation. The expected result 

was approached, with the RH group performing worse than the 

LH group, at a level of near three standard deviations below 

the mean. Nonetheless, it must be emphasized that these 

data showed no statistically significant findings in the 

relatively conservative post-hoc tests, and therefore 

provide no convincing support of either a general deficit, 

an enhancement, and/or a laterality model - relevant to the 

perception of emotion. 

Analysis of each subtask by regression equation (using 

the same predictor variables, entered in the same order as 

for the intensity rating dependent variable analysis) 

indicated that estimated intelligence explained about a 

third of the variance in each case (Subtask I = 29%, II = 

38%, III = 29%, & IV = 30%). Age only entered for Subtask 

IV and increased the explained variance from 30% to 42%; 

the correlation was negative in direction. That is, older 

subjects performed worse than younger subjects on the task 

involving all visuospatial stimuli. The other variables did 

not significantly enter the equation. Overall, the subtask 

findings, similar to the intensity ratings findings, failed 

to support any hypothesis relative to CPS-specific emotion 

perception identification deficit or emotional intensity 

perception enhancement. The findings are, on the other 

hand, suggestive of a cognitive deficiency CPS model, as 



only the CPS groups (who also showed lower estimated 

intelligence) consistently performed at a level below the 

average. 
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To assess whether or not accuracy was higher (or lower) 

for any particular emotion relative to others, the emotion 

categories (across the subtasks) were analyzed (see Figure 

4). MANOVA results revealed a main effect for emotion 

category (Multivariate E (6,47)=2.33; 2 < .047), but post 

hoc analysis failed to reveal any group distinctions. There 

were no significant group differences, even when the CPS 

groups were collapsed. 

Finally, a MANOVA was also carried out on the DES-IV 

scores (self and other reported) for the six emotion 

categories. There were no significant findings. An ANOVA 

was used to compare self and other ratings; again, there 

were no significant findings. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate 

that all groups were generally experiencing more happiness 

than other emotions, and that, across groups, onlookers 

agreed with subjects' self-perception, indicating the 

absence of self-perception errors. These findings are 

directly opposite to Bear and Fedio's (1977) in that: 1) the 

CPS groups displayed no abnormal emotional patterns (i.e., 

CPS group patterns were indistinguishable from the MS and 

the NND group patterns), 2) the CPS groups displayed no 

discrete emotional patterns as based on the laterality of 

their seizure focus (i.e., the emotional patterns of the 
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RH CPS and the LH CPS groups were highly similar), and 3) 

the observations of close others were in complete agreement 

with CPS sUbjects. 

Finally, particularly as it appeared that intelligence 

played an important role in the group trends for emotion 

intensity rating and emotion identity matching, regression 

analyses were utilized in an effort to identify those 

disease-related factors (Tables 2 & 3) which might have 

contributed to the significant group differences in the 

cognitive variables of intelligence and memory functioning 

(as noted in the preceding section). The variables entered 

were as follows: length of time since onset of 

neuropathology, age at onset, neuroimaging status, 

medication status, secondary generalization status, and 

seizure frequency. None significantly entered the equation. 
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DISCUSSION 

Although there has recently been the publication of a 

large number of studies assessing perception of emotion - in 

terms of cerebral laterality of function (reviewed in Rau, 

1992), the studies have exclusively focused on either non

impaired or unilaterally-brain lesioned (e.g., stroke) 

samples. Only one study (Ahern et al., 1991) used CPS 

patients and addressed intensity issues, but assessment 

procedures involved the unique condition of WADA testing. 

The present study was an attempt to address this vacuum in 

the research, by testing specific implications of the 

theoretical tenets of Bear and Fedio's (1977) controversial 

theory concerning "temporal lobe personality." 

In the main, this study's findings provide little support 

for Bear and Fedio's (1977) theory, in terms of the 

following phenomena hypothesized to be associated with 

hemispheric laterality of seizure focus: 1) internal (self

awareness) and external (external stimuli) perceptual 

hyperemotionality, 2) an emotional and behavioral 

hyperemotionality, and 3) a unique personality profile. 

This study's findings also did not support Bear and Fedio's 

proposal regarding the nature of the "hyperemotional" change 

process, in terms of its "progressive" nature (Le., that 

the phenomenon emerges, over time, due to gradual limbic 

system remodeling). Additionally, regarding perceptual 
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emotional processing, the present findings suggest that just 

as no functional changes seem to result from irritative 

lesions (i.e., epileptiform activity), the same is true for 

a particular destructive lesion (i.e., demyelinization). 

There was what might have appeared to be the subtle 

suggestion of a perceptual hyperemotionality for external 

stimuli, as there was a trend for both CPS groups to 

perceive more intensity than others in neutral stimuli. 

However the differences were not statistically significant 

in post-hoc testing, the phenomenon was limited to neutral 

stimuli, there were no interactions with laterality of 

seizure focus, intelligence was found to explain about one 

fifth of the variance in the neutral stimulus intensity 

ratings (whereas intelligence played no role in the ratings 

of the non-neutral stimuli, on which groups were highly 

similar), and finally, there was no evidence that disease

related factors contributed to the perceived intensity of 

the neutral stimuli. 

Of course, one possibility is that the stimuli used in 

this study were not capable of measuring the phenomena in 

question. This is unlikely. It is the case that the PAT 

had not before been administered to either an irritative- or 

a destructive-lesioned sample; and that, therefore, its 

validity (in terms of its sensitivity and specificity for a 

hemispheric lesion laterality hypothetical relationship) 

within such samples had not been established. However, 
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Ahern et al. (1991) used photographs from the same set from 

which the PAT photographs were drawn (Ekman & Friesen, 

1976). In fact, this set is nearly universally utilized for 

perceptual studies, due to its well established psychometric 

properties. The nonsignificant trend observed in the 

emotion intensity rating measures, supportive of the 

hypothetical "hyperemotionality," was, overall, slightly 

more evident in the face ratings (Figures 1 and 2), but the 

most pronounced effect (i.e., for neutral stimuli) was equal 

for sentences and faces, again suggesting that the 

particular stimuli used here were not responsible for the 

null effects. 

That the subjects were mainly drawn from University 

Hospital settings, and that many were being evaluated for 

surgery due to intractable seizures, strongly rules out the 

possibility that sampling bias produced the results obtained 

here. That is, the sample involved in the study is 

considered, overall, to be at the extreme in terms of 

severity of seizure disorder. In fact, the demographic and 

disease-related variables (i.e., mean age, level of 

education, age at onset, and duration of illness) of the 

present study were remarkably similar to those of Bear and 

Fedio's (1977) sample. The sex ratio of the two samples 

substantially differed, with the present sample being 75% 

female compared to Bear and Fedio's (1977) sample of 44% 

female. As was also the case in their findings however, age 



and sex were found to play no consequential role, overall, 

in the present findings. Additionally the present study 

found no differences, on any measure, based on severity of 

the seizure disorder (i.e., those being evaluated for 

temporal lobectomy, as compared to outpatients, were 

considered the more severe). 
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Recall that there were no group differences for 

psychiatric history in the present study's sample. On the 

other hand, Bear and Fedio's (1977) CPS groups had a 

pronounced psychiatric history (i.e., five patients had a 

diagnosed thought disorder; three patients had been involved 

in violent crime, and nine had attempted suicide) as 

compared to non-impaired and neurologic control groups (who 

had no psychiatric history). Bear and Fedio's sample was 

drawn from five general epilepsy clinics, but patients were 

chosen "without regard to psychiatric history" (p. 456). 

Therefore, the current sample, relative to theirs, is quite 

different; whereas theirs was at the extreme range regarding 

both the presence of psychopathology and its severity, the 

current sample was, clearly, in the normal range. 

Consequently, it is possible that the pronounced effect Bear 

and Fedio observed was more associated with psychopathology 

than with seizure disorder per se. One might argue, based 

on this discussion, that it is the hyperemotionality, over 

time, that leads to psychiatric complications. This is 
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unlikely, however, as the current study provided no support 

for any aspect of the hyperemotionality construct. 

The notion that Bear and Fedio's findings are more were 

more associated with psychopathology than with seizure 

disorder per se has been implied elsewhere (Stark-Adamec & 

Adamec, 1986; Rodin, Schmaltz, & Twitty, 1984). Moreover, 

Rodin et ale (1984) found, based on their study with a 

sample of 203 patients, that the Bear - Fedio Inventory was 

influenced by IQ level. 

'Perceptual hyperemotionality,' as a construct, is either 

1) not valid, 2) more associated with marked psychopathology 

than with any particular neurologic disease, or 3) can only 

be measured (in non-psychiatric samples), due to its extreme 

subtleness, through invasive means where measurement occurs, 

for example, during the external regulation of hemispheric 

neuronal activity (i.e., through WADA techniques; Ahern et 

al., 1991) or by means of autonomic activity monitoring 

(Bear, Schenk, & Benson, 1981). However, it must be pointed 

out that whereas Bear, Schenk, and Benson (1981) found that 

CPS patients, relative to normal controls, demonstrated 

increased skin conductance while viewing slides of pleasant, 

unpleasant, or neutral natures, Bellur, Camacho, Hermann, 

Kempthorne, & McCanne (1985) could not replicate the 

findings. One other possibility remains: that the 

phenomenon occurs only in a small minority of CPS patients, 

and perhaps, only for those with a history of 
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psychopathology. That is, in general the CPS population may 

be quite heterogeneous, with only some subgroup manifesting 

the hypothesized phenomenon. Under such an assumption, and 

based on the makeup of the present sample, it is not 

surprising that the hypothetical hyperemotionality was not 

found. 

Further evidence which challenges the perceptual 

hyperemotionality construct - for external stimuli - comes 

from the subtask (i.e., emotion identification) analyses. 

There were no clear seizure focus laterality distinctions 

between those tasks that were verbal versus visuospatial in 

nature and there were no significant group differences 

regarding accuracy. Moreover, the only consistent predictor 

of emotion identification accuracy was level of 

intelligence. Importantly, intelligence accounted for 30% 

to 40% of the variance, suggesting that the CPS groups' 

lower intelligence contributed substantially to the 

perception-identification findings, whereas, disease-related 

factors did not. As two thirds of the variance was 

unexplained however, one must be careful in placing too much 

import in this finding. It is possible that task 

characteristics played a role, independent of intelligence. 

For example, persistent concentration is particularly 

requiring during the testing as is some shifting in mental 

set as a subject attends to the slides and the sentences, 



and to the various forms which the subject is completing, 

and in a specified order. 
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Next, null findings were also found 1) for group 

differences in emotional experience (DES IV findings), and 

2) for group differences regarding the agreement between 

self-perception and other-perception of the participants. 

contrary to Bear and Fedio's (1977) findings, the CPS groups 

displayed no abnormal patterns (as compared to the MS and 

the NND groups) nor otherwise unique emotional patterns 

(comparing RH versus LH CPS groups), and the observations of 

close others were in complete agreement with all CPS 

subjects' self-observations. That is, CPS subjects 

displayed no self-perception errors, as judged against how 

others saw them. In the main, this set of null findings is 

highly consistent with many recent studies (Dodrill, 1986; 

Dodrill & Batzel, 1989; Hermann and Reil, 1981; Masters, 

Toone, & Scott, 1984; Mungas, 1982; Pritchard, Lombroso, & 

McIntyre, 1980; Rodin, Schmaltz, & Twitty, 1984; 

Stark-Adamec & Adamec, 1986) which similarly found no 

distinctions between CPS groups, other seizure groups, and 

other non-epileptic neurologic groups concerning 

emotionality and psychopathology. This study's finding that 

all the groups (including the non-impaired group) were 

similar, relative to psychiatric history, seems to suggest 

further that CPS patients are not homogeneously vulnerable 

to psychiatric complications. 
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There is also the overall issue of the significance of an 

irritative lesion as compared to a destructive lesion. Bear 

and Fedio (1977) argued strongly that the manifestation of 

seizure activity (here considered irritative in nature) was 

very unique. Of course, by and large, the behavioral 

component of such - 'hyperemotionality' - has found little 

support as a generalizable and empirically supported 

concept. The null findings reported here, particularly the 

lack of distinction between the MS and the CPS groups in the 

rating measures and the emotion experience measures, 

suggests that an irritative lesion may produce no phenomena 

inherently different from destructive lesions. Recall that 

the CPS groups were functioning, intellectually and in terms 

of verbal memory processing, at a significantly lower level 

relative to both the non-impaired group and the MS group. 

When this finding is coupled with the regression findings 

(that intelligence alone best explained the performance of 

the CPS groups across tasks and that no disease-related 

findings did), the possibility is suggested that seizure 

activity produces no emotion-related nor emotion-perception

related phenomena which are different from those produced by 

destructive lesions. 

Finally, the cognitive findings of the present study are 

in agreement with Tarter's (1972) review, of a multitude of 

studies, in that CPS patients scored, on average, in the 

below average range (and below) on intelligence measures. 
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considering the characteristics of the current sample 

regarding age at onset (mean = 10.1; s.d. = 10.3; and for 

57% of the patients, onset had occurred by their fifth 

year), the lack of relationship found between age at onset 

and intellectual deficit is at odds with the findings of 

Dikmen, Matthews, and Harley (1975) who found that 

intellectual impairment occurred if onset had occurred by 

the fifth year (as compared to a group with onset between 

the ages of 17 and 50). The basis for the discrepancy 

between studies could be the sample size, as Dikmen et ale 's 

(1975) sample consisted of 64 subjects (i.e., over twice as 

large as the current sample size). The demographic 

characteristics were generally similar to those of the 

current study except that their sample was, on average, ten 

years younger (mean = 25). However, it is unlikely that 

this discrepancy would make a difference; if anything, it 

would most likely provide an advantage, for finding an 

effect, for the older subjects in the present sample. 

The present results also differ from those of Dikmen and 

Matthews (1977), who found a relationship between 

intellectual functioning and the frequency of patients' 

seizures (i.e., total number of seizures per month). On 

closer inspection however, the discrepancy is not 

surprising. Whereas the demographic and most disease

related characteristics of Dikmen et aI's. (1977) sample 

were highly similar to those of the sample utilized here, 
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the seizure frequency of their patients varied much more: 

from one seizure every four to six months, to one seizure 

everyone to three months, to more than one seizure per 

month. Only three patients in the current study experienced 

one or fewer seizures per month. That is, Dikmen et alls. 

sample comprised patients in the much less severe range; 

whereas, about half of the patients in the current study 

were being evaluated for surgery due to their intractable 

seizure condition. 

The lack of findings in the present study, relative to 

(medical) treatment-related influences, is generally 

consistent with the research involving patients with 

seizures. That is, findings continue to be inconsistent 

relative to the influence of certain medications on 

intellectual functioning (versus other neuropsychological 

functions; Dodrill & Matthew, 1992): 

Although it is likely that all active drugs do have at 

least slight adverse effects on a few abilities such as 

speed of response, our experience is that, when the drugs 

are given appropriately, these effects are significantly 

less than the effects of seizures, the associated 

abnormal EEG patterns, and the underlying brain 

dysfunction that caused the seizures initially. The one 

general exception ... appears to be the barbiturates. (p. 

1141) 
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Additionally, those studies that do identify significant 

relationships tend to have extremely large sample sizes 

(e.g., Dodrill & Matthews, 1992 - N = 353) or use non

seizure non-impaired samples to demonstrate the negative 

influence of the certain anticonvulsants over a short time 

span of a week or two and use serum levels as the dependent 

variables (e.g., Thompson, Huppert, & Trimble, 1981; Trimble 

& Thompson, 1983). 

Finally, the memory findings of the present study did not 

replicate those of Delaney, Rosen, Mattson, and Novelly 

(1980), relative to obtaining a significant double 

dissociation for verbal and visuospatial memory processing 

(delayed condition only) for right versus left hemisphere 

seizure laterality CPS patients. However, in the present 

study, a corresponding trend was evidenced, except that it 

occurred for the immediate-recall condition (see Table 2). 

The only sample-characteristic discrepancy between the 

studies was an older age of onset in Delaney et al. (mean = 

20) and a greater range in age. It may be that the 

inclusion of older individuals (relative to the current 

sample) provided the basis of their significant findings. 

In sum, rather than finding support for an enhancement 

model - relative to the emotion perceptual processing of 

patients with complex partial seizures, the current study 

provides data more consistent with a deficit model. That 

is, the functional manifestations of complex partial 
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seizures may not be dissimilar from the manifestations of 

other abnormal neurologic phenomena, such as brain lesions. 

In fact, current neuroimaging capabilities are beginning to 

indicate that some kind of structural lesion (e.g., Ammon's 

horn sclerosis) is frequently identified in patients with 

complex partial seizures. 

Given the present study's findings, future research might 

do well to shift from its persistent analysis of the 

peculiar psychiatric manifestations of seizure disorder, and 

its neurologic underpinnings, to the analysis of potential 

medical, psychological, and psychosocial factors which might 

detrimentally alter the functioning of patients, but which 

may also, once better understood, be amenable to 

intervention. 



APPENDIX A 

PERCEPTION OF AFFECT TASK: 

(THE PAT) 
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PERCEPTION OF AFFECT TASK 

1. When the calves' brains dinner is mistakenly brought to the table, one customer seated there 
quickly turns his head away. 
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2. Being sure that his player did nothing wrong, a coach demands an explanation from the referee 
about the penalty call. 

3. A young 9l!l wishes she was like her girlfriends and had a date for the high school dance. 

4. Just as the young ~ walks into the room, the lights flick on and family members appear with 
packages in their hands. 

5. When one of the youngsters picks up a slimy snail, one 9l!l looks at the others and covers her 
eyes. 

6. Passengers listen carefully as a stewardess tells them that the airplane must make an emergency 
landing. 

7. A man walks from the kitchen to the family room and turns on the radio. 

8. An individual running for governor demands to know who in her office is responsible for leaking 
the negative 'confidential' information about her to the press. 

9. A woman falls asleep while reading the newspaper. 

10. Villagers listen to the bombs move closer and closer. 

11. As a couple eating lunch in the park cannot avoid the stench of two derelicts close by, they 
hastily move to another bench. 

12. Expecting that a particular car would be far beyond her price range, a car buyer, upon hearing 
the dollar figure, asks that the salesman repeat the low figure one more time. 

13. Several long-standing friends joke about the past. 

14. An older IT@D looks at a picture of his recently departed wife. 

15. A parent tugs at her child after he swears at her. 

16. A grandfather returns to his room after he is told that his grandson will not be able to visit 
him after all. 

17. Both teenagers clap to the beat as their favorite song plays on. 

18. A young 9l!l, who has come to believe that her dog is just plain stupid and will never learn how 
to retrieve, is totally speechless when he actually does return the ball to her. 

19. A child becomes fidgety when a doctor approaches him with a big needle. 

20. Several relatives gather at a funeral. 
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PERCEPTION OF AFFECT TASK 

21. Tired and hungry, and noting the fine smell of chicken coming from the kitchen, a husband kisses 
his wife as soon as he sees her. 

22. Several young girls play with a cute three week old puppy. 

23. A young actor, sensing that his acting for the audition was totally lackluster, can hardly 
believe it when the director gives him the lead role. 

24. A mothgr says good-by to her daughter who is going off to college. 

25. Even the thought of seeing the cats' mutilated bodies brings a queer feeling to the newswoman's 
stomach. 

26. Having finished his lunch, a carpenter continues loading the lumber into his truck. 

27. After her third request for her class's attention, the teacher states that several students will 
have to remain after school. 

28. Immediately upon hearing the loud barks, the child grabs her mother and holds her tight. 

29. After a great deal of hard work in practice, a young batter hits his first home run. 

30. When he notices that several youngsters are pocketing expensive merchandise, the store ~ 
quickly makes his way toward them. 

31. Having applied for hundreds of jobs over many months and having received just as many negative 
responses, the applicant is momentarily stunned when he is in fact offered a job. 

32. While speaking on the phone to a business partner, an individual bends down to tie his 
shoelaces. 

33. While most of the boy scouts walk right to the edge of the cliff, two ~ refuse to even 
approach the edge. 

34. As the government inspector has difficulty breathing while he inspects the filthy prison cells, 
he cuts the inspection short. 

35. The seamstress quickly and accurately measures and cuts the material to be used for the dress 
she is mending. 
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RATINGS I 

Please read each sentence and rate the intensity of the emotional experience of the underlined person 
or persons by ci rcl ing the appropriate number. 

NO A LITTLE VERY EXTREMELY NO A LI TTLE VERY EXTREMELY 
INTENSITY INTENSE INTENSE INTENSE INTENSITY INTENSE INTENSE INTENSE 

* * * * * * * * 
* BARELY * SOMEWHAT * HIGHLY * * BARELY * SOMEWHAT * HIGHLY * 
* INTENSE * INTENSE * INTENSE * * INTENSE * INTENSE * INTENSE * 
* * ;, * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

1 ) 0 2 3 4 5 6 21) 0 2 3 4 5 6 

2) 0 2 3 4 5 6 22) 0 2 3 4 5 6 
", 0 2 3 4 5 6 23) 0 2 3 4 5 6 ~, 

4) 0 2 3 4 5 6 24) 0 2 3 4 5 6 

5) 0 2 3 4 5 6 25) 0 2 3 4 5 6 

6) 0 2 3 4 5 6 26) 0 2 3 4 5 6 
7) 0 2 3 4 5 6 27) 0 2 3 4 5 6 

8) 0 2 3 4 5 6 28) 0 2 3 4 5 6 

9) 0 2 3 4 5 6 29) 0 2 3 4 5 6 

10) 0 2 3 4 5 6 30) 0 2 3 4 5 6 

11) 0 2 3 4 5 6 31) 0 2 3 4 5 6 

12) 0 2 3 4 5 6 32) 0 2 3 4 5 6 

13) 0 2 3 4 5 6 33) 0 2 3 4 5 6 

14) 0 2 3 4 5 6 34) 0 2 3 4 5 6 

15) 0 2 3 4 5 6 35) 0 2 3 4 5 6 

16) 0 2 3 4 5 6 

17) 0 2 3 4 5 6 

18) 0 2 3 4 5 6 

19) 0 2 3 4 5 6 

20) 0 2 3 4 5 6 
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Sub-Task I 

The purpose of this task is to observe the manner in which individuals match emotional words - with 
- sentences with emotional content. Please read each sentence and circle the word that seems to be 
the best match for the underlined person or persons in each sentence. 

1. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

2. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST. SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

3. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

4. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

5. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

6. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

7_ HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

B. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

9. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

10. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

11. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

12. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

13. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

14. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

15. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

16. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

17. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

1B. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

19. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

20. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 
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Sub-Task I 
(Continued) 

21- HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

22_ HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

23_ HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

24_ HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

25_ HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

26_ HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

27_ HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

28_ HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

29_ HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

30_ HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEU1RAL 

31- HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

32_ HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

33_ HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

34_ HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

35_ HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 
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RATINGS II 

Please view each slide as it is presented and rate the intensity of the emotional experience of the 
person shown in each slide by circling the appropriate number. 

NO A LITTLE VERY EXTREMELY 
INTENSITY INTENSE INTENSE INTENSE 

* * * * 
* BARELY * SOME~HAT * HIGHLY * 
* INTENSE * INTENSE * INTENSE * 
* 
* 

1) 0 

2) 0 

3) 0 

4) 0 

5) 0 

6) 0 

7) 0 

8) 0 

9) 0 

10) 0 

11) 0 

12) 0 

13) 0 

14) 0 

15) 0 

16) 0 

17) 0 

18) 0 

19) 0 

20) 0 

* 
* 

* 
* 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

* 
* 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

* 
* 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

* 
* 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

* 
* 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

21) 

22) 

23) 

24) 

25) 

26) 

27) 

28) 

29) 

30) 

31) 

32) 

33) 

34) 

35) 

NO A LITTLE 
INTENSITY INTENSE 

* * 

VERY 
INTENSE 

* 

EXTRE~'EL Y 
INTENSE 

* 
* BARELY * SOME~HAT * HIGHLY * 
* INTENSE * INTENSE * INTENSE * 
* 
* 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

* 
* 

* 
* 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

* 
* 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

* 
* 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

* 
* 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

* 
* 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 
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Sub-Task II 

The purpose of this task is to observe the manner in which individuals match emotional words - with 
- emotional facial expressions. Please view each slide as it is presented and circle the word that 
seems to be the best match for the emotional expression depicted in each sl ide. 

1. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

2. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

3. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

4. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

5. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

6. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

7. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

8. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

9. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

10. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

11. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

12. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

13. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

14. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

15. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

16. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

17. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

18. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

19. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

20. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 
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Sub-Task II 
(Continued) 

21. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

22. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SIJRPRISE NEUTRAL 

23. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

24. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

25. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

26. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

27. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

28. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

29. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

30. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

31. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

32. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

33. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

34. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 

35. HAPPINESS SADNESS FEAR ANGER DISGUST SURPRISE NEUTRAL 
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Sub-Task III 

The purpose of this task is to observe the manner in which individuals match emotional facial 
expressions - with - sentences with emotional content. Please read each sentence and circle the facial 
expression (letter) that seems to be the best match for the underlined person or persons in each 
sentence. You need not be concerned with either male/female or age differences between persons in the 
sentences and the person depicted in the photographs. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

ABC D E 

ABC D E 

ABC D E 
ABC D E 

ABC D E 

F G 

F G 

F G 

F G 

F G 

6. ABC D E F G 

7. ABC D E F G 

8. ABC D E F G 

9. ABC D E F G 

10. ABC D E F G 

11. ABC D- E F G 

12. ABC D E 

13. ABC D E 

14. ABC D E 

15. ABC D E 

F G 

F G 

F G 

F G 

16. ABC D E F G 

17. ABC D E F G 

18. ABC D E F G 

19. ABC D E F G 

20. ABC D E F G 

21. ABC D E F G 

22. ABC D E F G 

23. ABC D E F G 

24. ABC D E F G 

25. ABC D E F G 

26. ABC D E F G 
27. ABC D E F G 

28. ABC D E F G 

29. ABC D E G 

30. ABC D E F G 

31. ABC D E G 

32. 

33. 

34. 
35. 

ABC D E 

ABC D E 

ABC D E 

ABC D E 

F G 

F G 

F G 

F G 
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Sub-Task IV 

The purpose of this task is to observe the manner in which individuals match emotional scenes - with 
- emotional facial expressions. Please view each sl ide as it is presented and circle the scene 
(letter) that seems to be the best match for the emotional expression depicted in each slide. The 
arrows, in each scene, indicate the specific person to be matched with each slide. You need not be 
concerned about male/female differences between the slides and the scenes. 

1. ABC D E F G 

2. ABC D E F G 

3. ABC D E G 

4. ABC D E F G 
5. ABC D E F G 

6. ABC D E F G 
7. ABC D - E G 

8. ABC D E F G 

9. ABC D E F G 

10. ABC D E F G 

11. ABC D E G 

12. ABC D E F G 
13. ABC D E F G 

14. ABC D E F G 

15. ABC D E F G 

16. ABC D E F G 
17. ABC D E F G 

18. ABC D E F G 

19. ABC D E F G 
20. ABC D E F G 

21. ABC D E F G 

22. ABC D E F G 
23. ABC D E F G 

24. ABC D E F G 
25. ABC D E F G 

26. ABC D E F G 

27. ABC D E F G 

28. ABC D E F G 

29. ABC D E F G 

30. ABC D E F G 

31. ABC D E F G 

32. ABC D E F G 
33. ABC D E F G 

34. ABC D E F G 

35. ABC D E F G 
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APPENDIX B 

THE PERCEPTION OF AFFECT TASK: 

DEVELOPMENT, RELIABILITY, AND TASK EQUIVALENCY 
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ABSTRACT 

The Perception of Affect Task (PAT) was created to fill an 

unmet need for an instrument which could assess perception 

of affect across a range of stimulus conditions relevant to 

the neuropsychology of emotion. The PAT employs stimuli 

representing six emotions and neutral and 1) allows for a 

comparison of perceptual abilities relative to the various 

emotions; 2) allows for a comparison of verbal and nonverbal 

perceptual abilities, and 3) permits recording of perceived 

intensity ratings of affective stimuli. Task equivalency, 

reliability, and normative data are described for a sample 

of 87 college students. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Emotional processing involves a variety of operations, 

from perception of emotional cues and emotional experience 

to the expression of emotion. Each operation may be 

influenced by several factors, such as whether the 

processing is verbal or nonverbal and whether the valence of 

the affect is positive or negative. The present study 

assumes that perceptual operations can provide the context 

and the content around which emotional responses are shaped. 

The right hemisphere (RH) has been implicated as having a 

specific role in the processing of affect. Ross (1981) has 

suggested that the affective components of language, or 

prosody, are preferentially processed by the RH and mirror 

those of propositional speech in the left hemisphere (LH). 

He suggests that RH lesions can cause 'affective aphasia' 

and that deficits resemble those of Broca's or Wernicke's 

aphasia, depending on the site of the lesion. That is, 

deficits may be in emotional gesturing, involving the face 

and limbs, or in the comprehension of emotion. Support for 

an association between the RH and affective processing comes 

from facial affect perception studies (Bowers, Bauer, 

Coslett, & Heilman, 1985; Cicone, Wapner & Gardner, 1980; 

Kolb & Taylor, 1981; Ley & Bryden, 1979; Rizzolatti, Umlita, 

& Berlucchi, 1971; Suberi & McKeever, 1977) and from facial 

affect expression studies (Borod & Caron, 1980; Borod, Koff, 
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Lorch, & Nicholas, 1985, 1986; Buck & Duffy, 1980; Sackeim, 

Gur, & Savoy, 1978). 

On the other hand, there also exists evidence suggesting 

that hemispheric dominance for affect depends on the nature 

of the stimulus. Kolb and Taylor (1981) and Schwartz, 

Davidson, and Maer (1975) found that hemispheric superiority 

for the processing of affect was dependent on whether the 

stimulus was of a linguistic or a visual-spatial nature. 

The RH appeared superior for processing affective stimuli of 

a visual-spatial (nonverbal) nature, the LH superior for 

stimuli of a linguistic (verbal) nature. A laterality 

effect has also been suggested for the valence of affect 

being processed. Sackheim et ale (1982) have shown that, 

for normals, the RH is biased toward negative emotion, for 

example sadness and anger, and the LH toward positive 

emotion, such as happiness. 

The perception of nonverbal affect has been assessed in a 

variety of ways in nonverbal-nonverbal (NV-NV) matching 

paradigms, however, most approaches have specifically 

involved the perception of facial affect. Several of these 

studies are hemispheric laterality studies, using response 

time to tachistoscopically presented stimuli as the 

dependent variable. The most frequent paradigm of this sort 

involves the matching of photographs of emotional faces 

across a variety of emotions (Buchtel, Campari, DeRisio, & 

Rota, 1978; Reuter-Lorenz & Davidson, 1981; Strauss & 
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Moscovitch, 1981; Suberi & McKeever, 1977). The 

identification of composite emotional faces (Campbell, 1978; 

Heller & Levy, 1981) and the matching of drawings of 

emotional faces (Ley & Bryden, 1979) are other experimental 

tachistoscopic approaches to assessing the perception of 

facial affect. Finally, Landis, AssaI, and Perret (1979) 

have examined the way individuals match emotional faces with 

associated sketches of emotional scenes. 

Several studies have assessed the perception of affect by 

means of verbal-nonverbal (V-NV) stimuli matching paradigms. 

Using response time to stimuli presented tachistoscopically 

as the dependent measure: Hansch and pirozzolo (1980) and 

Safer (1981) assessed the manner in which persons match 

emotional words to emotional faces. Ladavas, Nicoletti, 

Umilta, and Rizzolatti (1984) used a similar approach, but 

with word and scene matches. Borod, Koff, Lorch, and 

Nicholas (1986), using accuracy scores as the dependent 

measures in their laterality study, observed how individuals 

match emotional labels (words) with Ekman and Friesen's 

(1976) facial affect plates, depicting each of six emotions 

(happiness, sadness, fear, anger, surprise, & disgust) and 

neutral. 

A handful of studies have assessed the perception of 

affect through the use of concurrent stimuli matching 

paradigms with percent accuracy as the dependent measure. 

Bowers, Bauer, Coslett, & Heilman (1985) used a NV-NV 
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(matching of emotional faces) and a V-NV (words & faces) 

matching paradigm. DeKosky, Heilman, Bowers, and Valenstein 

(1980) made use of a NV-NV (faces) and two V-NV (words & 

faces; words & scenes) matching paradigms. Kolb and Taylor 

(1981) evaluated perception of affect through a NV-NV 

(faces) and a v-v (words & sentences) paradigm .. Rapcsak, 

Kaszniak, and Rubens (1989) contrasted NV-NV (faces: faces & 

scenes) and V-NV (words & faces) tasks. Finally, Cicone, 

Wapner, and Gardner's (1980) investigation included a v-v 

(phrases describing the scenes) and two NV-NV (faces;scenes) 

matching paradigms. 

In summary, it is evident that perception of affect -

hemispheric laterality studies have involved manipulations 

of the nature of the stimuli, (i.e., whether verbal or 

nonverbal), and the valence of the affect associated with 

particular stimuli. The perceived intensity of an affective 

stimulus, although seldom included in neuropsychologic 

studies of emotion, is another potentially important 

variable when assessing perception of affect. It is notable 

that the studies reviewed here make a similar underlying 

assumption. This assumption is that the different tasks, 

incorporated in each study, are of equivalent difficulty and 

have equal reliability. However, task equivalency (e.g., a 

V-NV task compared with a NV-NV task) has not been 

empirically demonstrated. Particularly for comparisons 

across groups (and this tends to be the focus for the types 
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of studies discussed here), it is critical that the various 

tasks are of equivalent difficulty and have equivalent 

estimates of reliability (Chapman & Chapman, 1969). 

No one instrument has yet been developed which 

concurrently 1) manipulates a variety of meaningful 

affective stimuli, 2) has known statistical properties of 

the various tasks within the instrument, and 3) has 

normative data associated with it. The Perception of Affect 

Task (PAT) was specifically created to meet the need for a 

comprehensive, normed neuropsychologic instrument for 

assessing the perception of affect. It assesses the 

perception of affective stimuli across six emotions and 

neutral. The instrument allows for a comparative analysis 

of equivalent tasks assessing verbal and nonverbal affective 

perceptual abilities, thereby allowing for future 

applications in studies of hemispheric laterality (relative 

both to verbal and nonverbal perceptual processing). The 

instrument also provides rating-of-intensity data for the 

verbal and nonverbal stimuli. 

METHOD 
Subjects 

One hundred seventy-six students at the University of 

Arizona completed one of two forms of the PAT (Form A, N = 

89 / Form B, N = 87). subjects were either enrolled in an 

introductory psychology course and fulfilling a course 
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requirement (about 66%) or were recruited from various 

courses within the psychology and communication departments. 

Descriptive statistics for the sample are as follows. 

Females and males were equally represented, with 91 females 

(51.7%) and 85 males (48.3%). The average age was 21.7 with 

a range of 16 to 44; 71% of the students were between the 

ages of 18 and 22. Seventy-seven percent of the students 

were Anglo, the remaining ethnic groups individually 

accounted for no more than 6% of the sample. 

Materials 

The stimuli used in the matching paradigms for assessing 

subjects' perception of verbal and nonverbal affect include 

Ekman and Friesen's (1976) slides and pictures of facial 

affect (used with the authors' permission), sentences 

describing emotional and non-emotional situations, and 

pictures of persons within emotional and non-emotional 

situations. The black and white facial affect slides 

include the posing of six emotions (happiness, sadness, 

fear, anger, surprise, and disgust) and neutral by several 

men and women. Forty-nine slides were used, seven per 

emotion category. No posers appeared more than once in any 

particular emotion category. Equal numbers of male and 

female posers were used. One matching paradigm (all 

detailed below) involved the use of seven photographs 

(created from the facial affect slides); here, a woman poses 

each of the six emotions and neutral. Verbal stimuli 
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consisted of 49 sentences, created by the senior author, 

which depict situations thought to be associated with each 

of the six emotions and with neutral, again seven per 

emotion category. Examples of items for happiness and 

sadness are, respectively: "Both teenagers clap to the beat 

as their favorite song plays oni" and, "A grandfather 

returns to his room after he is told that his grandson will 

not be able to visit him after all." Note that no emotional 

labels are used in the sentences. The final set of stimuli 

to be described includes seven photographed human scenes 

depicting each of the six emotions and neutral. For 

example, the scene depicting sadness shows a man and a 

woman, with their heads down, standing by a gravestone. 

Four individuals (two males and two females) posed for these 

scenes and were photographed in black and white. Facial 

expressions of affect were eliminated by having the actors' 

faces either turned to the side away from the camera or 

situated in dark shadows. 

All stimuli (except the slides) for each of four 

sUb-tasks (S-T) were incorporated into a booklet form. To 

test for order effects, the four S-T's were sequenced in two 

ways, one directly the reverse of the other (i.e., ABCD and 

DCBA). Each subject completed one of two booklets labeled 

either as Form A or Form B. Form A was ordered as follows: 

S-T I - The task involved two types of nonverbal stimuli 

(NVS) i i.e., scenes and faces. Subjects first rated, on a 
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scale of 0 to 6, the intensity of each of the 49 facial 

affect slides presented on a large screen. They also 

matched one of the seven scenes, located in the booklet, to 

each presented face. S-T II - This task involved NVS and 

verbal stimuli (VS); i.e., faces and sentences. Subjects 

rated, again on a scale of 0 to 6, the intensity of affect 

of persons described in each of the 49 sentences located in 

the booklet. They also matched one of the seven facial 

affect photographs, located in the booklet, to each 

sentence. S-T III - The task involved VS and NVS; i.e., 

words and faces. Subjects matched one of seven emotion 

labels (i.e., happiness, sadness, fear, anger, surprise, 

disgust, and neutral), located in the booklet, to each 

facial affect slide as they were once again presented. S-T 

IV - This task involved two types of VS; i.e., words and 

sentences. Subjects matched one of seven emotion labels to 

each of the 49 sentences. 

As mentioned above, Form B only differed from Form A by 

the ordering of the S-T's. The order of the presentation of 

the slides and the sentences within each S-T remained 

constant. Intensity ratings took place within the first two 

S-T's presented to subjects. 

Procedure 

Students initially entered into the study by signing up 

for one of numerous group testing sessions. The average 

group included seven persons. Testing generally took 60 to 
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completed. 
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The actual format for each testing session was as 

follows. All students within anyone group were given the 

same form of the PAT. They completed the instrument, one 

sub-task at a time, as directed by the senior author. When 

slides of facial affect were part of a matching paradigm, 

each was presented for 15 seconds. The projected image 

measured 2 feet (horizontal) by 3 feet, making the face 

easily discernable from any seat in the room. students 

worked at their own pace for each sentence matching 

paradigm. 

In order to detect an effect, if any, of the intensity 

rating procedure on the various emotion discrimination 

tasks, the first ten groups of subjects (N = 66; Form A, N = 

32 / Form B, N = 34) were administered forms which included 

the rating procedure. Thereafter, the rating procedure was 

removed from all the forms administered to sUbjects. 

RESULTS 

The first step in data analysis consisted of eliminating 

all items for which consensual agreement fell below 60%. As 

a result, each of the seven emotion categories was pared 

down from seven to five items per sub-task, thereby leaving 

140 items intact; 35 per sub-task (4 x 35) and 20 per 

emotion category (7 x 20). sixty-seven items (48%) had 

consensual agreement greater than or equal to 90%, sixty 
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items (43%) between 80% and 89%, 11 items (8%) between 70% 

and 79%, 2 items (1%) at 62% and 65%. It is important to 

note that all the analyses to follow are based on this 140 

item response pool, with consensual agreement indicating the 

percent agreement on the correct and appropriate response. 

Accordingly, data were generated for consensual agreement 

per sub-task and per emotion category for each of the two 

forms. 

A mixed model repeated-measures analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) comparing S-T's between the Form A and Form B 

subject groups showed a significant form by S-T interaction 

(E(3, 522) = 35.11, 2 < .0001). There was clearly a 

substantial order effect, (Figure 1). Notable differences 

occurred between the S-T's placed either first or last, with 

the most striking difference involving the scene-face 

paradigm. When this paradigm appeared as the first of the 

four S-T's, as it did in Form A, the consensual agreement 

was 76.6%. When it appeared as the last of the S-T's, as in 

Form B, consensual agreement was 90.0%. The difference 

between these identical S-T's, at 13.4%, is rather large. 

The difference between forms in consensual agreement on the 

other S-T located at an end position (word-sentence) was 

only 5.7%. The S-T's placed in the second and third 

positions showed only minimal variation between forms. 

The first hypothesis tested, relative to this form by S-T 

interaction, was that the ratings procedure had influenced 
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the difference between Forms A and B. Recall that the first 

66 subjects rated the emotional intensity of stimuli 

presented on each of the first two S-T's. A statistical 

comparison (repeated-measures ANOVA) of the S-T's for raters 

(N=66) versus non-raters (N=lll) showed, however, that 

differences were small and nonsignificant (an alpha 

criterion of p < .01 was used for all analyses), regardless 

of whether the analyses included data from Form A or from 

Form B, (Figure 2). It was similarly found that the emotion 

category differences were nonsignificant (repeated-measures 

ANOVA), (Figure 3). Therefore, the order effect could not 

be attributed to the rating procedure. 

It appears likely that the order effect is due to 

differences in the ordering of the S-T's on the two forms. 

Note that Form A has the NV-NV (scene-face) matching 

paradigm as the first that subjects complete. Also note 

that this S-T is the only one in which no verbal cues are 

furnished. When the scene-face S-T is the first that 

subjects encounter, it appears that the degree of ambiguity 

and difficulty is greatest. On the other hand, when this 

same task follows others, each of which has verbal cues, it 

becomes much less difficult. Judging from the relatively 

uniform level of consensual agreement across S-T's for Form 

B, it appears that after subjects became familiar with the 

stimuli and the emotion labels, the absence of labels has 

little effect on the difficulty of the task, (Table 1). 
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Percent agreement on the sub-tasks for raters 
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form. W m word, Sn = sentence, F ::: face, 
So = scene. 
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Table 1. Percent agreement per sub-task for Form B (N=87). 

Words-Sentences 

Words-Faces 

Faces-Sentences 

Scenes-Faces 

86.9% 

90.0% 

87.4% 

90.0% 



That is, providing verbal cues initially (in Form B, words 

and sentences) seems to result in uniform task difficulty. 

Because it is clear that Form A is significantly flawed, 

only Form B (N = 87) is further analyzed. 
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Repeated-measures ANOVA was used to test for S-T 

differences within Form B (N = 87). No significant 

differences were found. As indicated by the consensual 

agreement on the S-T's (Table 1), the differences were 

slight. An assessment of the effect of sex and age on S-T 

scores was carried out by means of repeated-measures ANOVA 

and regression analyses. Male-female differences were found 

to be significant for Form B (E(l, 85) = 9.46; 2 < .003). 

Females were more accurate than were males on each S-T, 

(Figure 4). However, stepwise multiple regression analyses 

(2 for inclusion = .05; 2 for exclusion = .10), using age 

and sex as predictor variables, revealed that sex explained 

no more than 8% of the variance on any S-T score (words

sentences - r2 = .07, words-faces - r2 = .05, faces

sentences - r2 = .08, scenes-faces - no variables entered). 

Age did not enter as a significant predictor in any 

regression equation. 

Internal consistency of the S-T's within Form B, as 

reflected in Chronbach's alpha reliability coefficients, 

were as follows: (S-T I (words-sentences) = .83, N = 70; S-T 

II (words-faces) = .72, N = 83; S-T III (faces-sentences) = 

.77, N = 79; and S-T IV (scenes-faces) = .88, N = 85), 
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indicating that the S-T's are measuring their respective 

perception-of-affect abilities at comparable levels of 

internal consistency reliability. (The different N sizes 

were due to occasional missing data for individual S-T 

items.) 
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The seven emotion categories of Form B were submitted to 

the same analyses as were the S-T's. Repeated-measures 

ANOVA indicated that the emotion categories did 

significantly differ for Form B (E (6,528) = 9.35, Q < 

.0001), suggesting that some emotions are slightly more 

difficult to identify than others, (Table 2). On the other 

hand, the small absolute magnitude of percent agreement 

differences, and the fact that the Pearson product-moment 

correlation coefficients between emotion categories are 

relatively high, suggests that the emotion categories are of 

reasonably equivalent difficulty (Table 3). 

The effects of sex and age on emotion category scores 

were evaluated by means of repeated-measures AN OVA and 

regression analyses. Male-female differences were 

significant for Form B (E(l, 85) = 9.46; Q < .003). Females 

were more accurate than were males on each emotion category 

within Form B, (Figure 5). However, stepwise multiple 

regression analyses (Q for inclusion = .05; Q for exclusion 

= .10) revealed that sex explained no more than 13% of the 

variance for any of the emotion category scores of Form B. 

The effect was most pronounced for the emotion category of 
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Table 2. Percent agreement per emotion categories for Form 
B (N=87). 

Happiness 90.0% 

Sadness 89.0% 

Fear 89.0% 

Anger 86.5% 

Surprise 84.0% 

Disgust 87.5% 

Neutral 93.5% 
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Table 3 . Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients 
for emotion categories for Form B (N=87) . 

SAD FEA ANG SUR DIS NEU 

Happiness .44 .49 .47 .59 .46 .45 

Sadness .58 .64 .47 .61 .74 

Fear .65 .63 .65 .56 

Anger .54 .69 .55 

Surprise .56 .44 

Disgust .59 

(HAP = happines, SAD = sadness, FER = fear, ANG = anger, 
SUR = surprise, DIS = disgust, NEU = neutral) 
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disgust (happiness - no variables entered, sadness - r2 = 

.05, fear - r2 = .06, anger - r2 = .09, surprise - no 

variables entered, disgust - r2 = .13, neutral - no 

variables entered). Age did not enter as a significant 

predictor in any regression equation. 
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Internal consistency of the emotion categories within 

Form B, as reflected in Chronbach's alpha reliability 

coefficients, were as follows: happiness -.65, N = 80; 

sadness - .66, N = 81; fear -.70, N = 81; anger - .74, N = 

79; surprise - .70, N = 76; disgust - .70, N = 80; and 

neutral - .63, N = 80. Thus, the different emotion 

categories show fairly comparable levels of internal 

consistency reliability. 

DISCUSSION 

A unique instrument has been created for the purpose of 

addressing theoretic propositions relating to the perceptual 

processing of affect. The aims of this study were to 

develop an instrument which could assess perception-of

affect abilities, specifically 1) assessing the ability to 

discriminate among various emotions and neutral; 2) 

assessing the ability to discriminate between emotions 

within and across verbal and nonverbal modalities; 3) 

measuring the perceived intensity of affective stimuli by 

emotion and across modalities; and 4) providing normative 

data and establishing internal consistency reliability. 
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One of the two original forms of the Perception of Affect 

Task was shown to fulfill expectations for the instrument. 

Because of the order effects found to be associated with 

Form A, all standardization data has been based on Form B (N 

= 87). Form B was found to provide a reliable means for 

assessing perception-of-affect abilities: 1) the four sub

tasks were found to have nearly equivalent consensual 

agreement and reliability estimates; and 2) although some 

differences were found between the emotion categories, they 

obtained relatively equivalent consensual agreement and 

reliability estimates. Although this was not a hemispheric 

laterality study, the study did serve to provide necessary 

standardization data for an instrument to be later applied 

in such research. 

still, it is important to acknowledge the limitations of 

the standardization data developed here for the PAT. First, 

the data are obtained from young adults, specifically from 

college students. Although it would seem logical to 

generalize perception-of-affect abilities to older persons, 

in that the universality of the expression of facial affect 

has been documented (Ekman,1980; Ekman, Friesen, & 

Ellsworth, 1972), only more empirical testing can document 

this. The external validity of the instrument, specific to 

its proficiency in assessing individuals' abilities to 

discriminate between discrete emotions conveyed by modality 

specific stimuli, has not been empirically demonstrated in 
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this study. That is, no other instruments or other criteria 

were used for comparative purposes. Therefore, there has 

been no demonstration in the present study that the PAT 

serves as an appropriate measure of differential hemispheric 

participation in task performance. This will be considered 

in studies to follow. 

The sex differences observed both in the sub-tasks and in 

the emotion categories call for some caution in future 

interpretations of PAT scores. If future samples are 

particularly skewed in sex distribution, of if various 

subject groups are not equated in sex distribution, the 

generally superior ability of females for perceiving emotion 

in the PAT must be considered. 

Of course, the real utility of the PAT will be assessed 

in future hemispheric - laterality studies. An advantage of 

the present instrument, for such research, is its 

simplicity. The PAT should provide information regarding 

group main effects, as well as information regarding either 

main effects or interactions for emotion discrimination 

abilities relative to 1) the nature of the affective stimuli 

being processed, 2) the valence of the affect associated 

with the stimuli, 3) and the perceived intensity ratings of 

the emotion stimuli. In sum, the present study seems to 

support the assertion that the PAT has passed an initial 

test regarding its task equivalency and internal consistency 

reliability. Future studies are needed to demonstrate its 
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validity and its usefulness in neuropsychological assessment 

studies focusing on hemispheric participation in the 

perception-of-affect process. 
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